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Abstract We present a method for asymptotically monitoring poles to a
rational interpolant written in barycentric form. Theoretical and numerical
results are given to show the potential of the proposed interpolant.
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1 Introduction
In 1986, Schneider and Werner presented in [1] a new algorithm for rational
interpolation based on the barycentric formula and showed that this form
offers various advantages in comparison with other representations. Among
them were criteria for the location of poles of the interpolant and the ease of
differentiating the rational function. Extensions and applications of the work
of Schneider and Werner have been made in the following decades, see for
example (in chronological order) [2, 3] or [4] (for a survey).
In the present work we shall be interested in the problem of interpolating a
function f in an interval I = [a, b ] by a global interpolant defined on the same
interval. We shall review some of the known results concerning barycentric
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rational (and polynomial) interpolation (Section 2). In Section 3, we shall
present the method of attaching poles to the polynomial and of shifting the
points without loosing the convergence property. In the following section, we
shall present a way of aymptotically monitoring poles to a rational interpolant.
This method generalizes existing work. Finally we shall demonstrate the
quality of this new interpolant (with aymptotically monitored and optimized
poles) on numerical examples.
2 Barycentric rational interpolation
Let x0, x1, . . . , xN be N + 1 distinct points of an interval I = [a, b ] of R and
f j := f (x j), j = 0(1)N, be the corresponding values of a function f defined
on the real line. Let Pm be the space of all polynomials of degree at most m
andRm,n be the set of all rational functions with numerator in Pm and denom-
inator in Pn. Any rational function rN[ f ] in RN,N for which rN[ f ](x j) = f j,
j = 0(1)N, can be written as
rN[ f ](x) =
N∑
j=0
u j
x − x j f j
N∑
j=0
u j
x − x j
, (1)
a formula known as the barycentric form of the rational interpolant rN[ f ]. The
derivation is fairly simple: the denominator q of rN[ f ] may be written in its
Lagrangian form (see [5]) as
q(x) = L(x)
N∑
j=0
w j
x − x j q j, q j := q(x j), (2)
where w j := 1/∏i = j(x j − xi) (the so-called weights) and L(x) :=
∏N
i=0(x − xi).
Since rN[ f ](x j) = f j and q(x j) = q j, one has p(x j) = pj = f jq j for the numer-
ator p of rN[ f ]. Writing p in its Lagrangian form
p(x) = L(x)
N∑
j=0
w j
x − x j p j (3)
and letting u j := w jq j, one has (1).
Conversely, as presented in [3] or [4], one can easily construct a function
rN[ f ] ∈ RN,N with the interpolating property: let u0, u1, . . . , uN be N + 1 real
numbers, different from 0; the rational function (1) interpolates f j between
the x j.
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2.1 From rational to polynomial interpolation
Note that the unique polynomial PN[ f ] ∈ PN for which PN[ f ](x j) = f j,
j = 0(1)N, is obtained by imposing q(x) ≡ 1 in (2), so that the u j’s in (1) are
replaced by the w j’s:
PN[ f ](x) =
N∑
j=0
w j
x − x j f j
N∑
j=0
w j
x − x j
. (4)
This formula is the barycentric form of the interpolating polynomial and is
known to be a very stable way of evaluating the interpolating polynomial, see
[5] or [6] for more details.
For “special” points, such as equidistant points or Chebyshev points of the
first and the second kind (see for example [7, 8] or [5]), formulas for the weights
w j are known. Moreover, as the weights now arise in the denominator as well
as in the numerator, any common factor that does not explicitly depend on the
nodes may be simplified, leading to simplif ied weights wsj. For example, for the
Chebyshev points of the second kind x j = cos jπN , j = 0(1)N, one has
wsj = (−1) jδ j, δ j =
{
1/2, j = 0, N,
1, j = 0, N. (5)
Formula (4) for Chebyshev points of the second kind is extremely stable and,
if f is analytic inside and on an ellipse Eρ with foci at ±1 and the sum
of the ellipse’s major and minor axes equals 2ρ, ρ > 1, one has exponential
convergence of PN[ f ] toward f :
∣∣PN[ f ](x) − f (x)
∣∣ = O (ρ−N) . (6)
This very nice property has been used in several applications, see [9, 10] or [11]
for instance.
However, due to the clustering of the points near the extremities, the
information (that is the f j’s) is badly distributed over the interval and could
lead to mediocre approximation of functions with shocks close to the center.
Moreover, there is an ill-conditioning of the derivatives of PN[ f ] near the
extremities, see [10] for instance.
3 Back to rational interpolation
Knowing that the setRN,N is larger than (and contains) the space PN , one can
hope to find interpolants in RN,N (that is, finding points x j and/or weights u j
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in (1)) that lead to better convergence properties of the interpolant rN[ f ] as
compared to PN[ f ]. This question has already been addressed and answered
(in part) and we shall review some of known results in the following two
subsections.
3.1 Attaching poles
Sometimes the interpolated function f has poles whose location is known or
may be guessed a priori. Let us assume that we know K poles zi, i = 1(1)K,
with respective multiplicities νi (ν := ∑Ki=1 νi ≤ N) of f .
We can therefore rewrite the function f as a quotient of two functions h and
d where d(x) := a ∏Ki=1(x − zi)νi , a = 0 ∈ C arbitrary, and construct a rational
interpolant with preassigned poles. We obtain a rational function r∗N[ f ] that
interpolates f between the x j and has K preassigned poles zi (assuming that
all the zi are different from the interpolation points x j and that PN[h](zi) =
h(zi) = 0)
r∗N[ f ](x) =
PN[h](x)
d(x)
.
Let d j := d(x j) be the values of the denominator d at the interpolation points.
Since deg(d) = ν ≤ N, we may rewrite d as
d(x) = PN[d](x) = L(x)
N∑
j=0
w j
x − x j d j. (7)
We have h j := h(x j) = f jd j and therefore, the numerator h can be approxi-
mated by the interpolating polynomial of degree ≤ N
PN[h](x) =
N∑
j=0
h jL j(x) = L(x)
N∑
j=0
w jd j
x − x j f j. (8)
Dividing (8) by (7), we find
r∗N[ f ](x) =
PN[h](x)
PN[d](x) =
N∑
j=0
b j
x − x j f j
N∑
j=0
b j
x − x j
(9)
with b j := w jd j, j = 0(1)N. r∗N[ f ] interpolates f and has K attached poles
z1, . . . , zK. The degree of its numerator is ≤ N and that of its denominator
is = ν. Therefore, r∗N[ f ] ∈ RN,ν and one may hope that r∗N[ f ] approximates f
better than PN[ f ] based on the same interpolation points (if the location of
the poles is known or guessed a priori). This construction has been presented
in [12] and successfully applied for example in [13] and [14].
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3.2 Changing the points
Instead of changing the weights w j, one may move the points. A first attempt
was made in [2], where the author suggested to keep the same Chebyshev
weights (5) independently of the interpolation points. What is the convergence
property of the resulting interpolant? Unfortunately the exponential conver-
gence (6) is lost (even if f is analytic inside and on an ellipse Eρ with foci
at ±1 and the sum of the ellipse’s major and minor axes equal to 2ρ, ρ > 1).
Recently Floater and Hormann [15] showed what Berrut suspected and was
conjectured in [16]: an O(h2) convergence for that interpolant, at least for
equidistant points.
How can we “move” the points (in view, for example, of better capturing the
fronts of a function) whithout loosing the exponential convergence property?
A solution has been proposed in [16]. One has to take Berrut’s rational
interpolant of [2], (that is taking (4) with the weights defined by (5)) and move
the points xk conformally from the Chebyshev position. This yields
rN[ f ](x) =
N∑
j=0
wsj
x − x j f j
N∑
j=0
wsj
x − x j
, x j = g(cos( jπ/N)), (10)
with g a “good” function to be defined.
The following theorem proven in [16] gives the settings in which the rational
interpolant can be found.
Theorem 1 Let D1, D2 be two domains of C containing J = [−1, 1], respec-
tively I(∈ R), let g be a conformal map D1 → D2 such that g(J) = I, and f be
a function D2 → C such that the composition f ◦ g : D1 → C is analytic inside
and on an ellipse Cρ(⊂ D1), ρ > 1, with foci at ±1 and with the sum of its major
and minor axes equal to 2ρ. Let rN[ f ] be the rational function given by (10).
Then for every x ∈ [−1, 1],
∣∣rN[ f ](x) − f (x)
∣∣ = O (ρ−N) . (11)
The only remaining problem is to find a “good” conformal map g. Several
maps have been proposed (and used) in the past, among them the Kosloff and
Tal-Ezer map [17], which moves the points towards the interior of the domain.
This map has proven to be interesting for solving partial differential equations
[18] or boundary value problems [19]. One further has the Bayliss and Turkel
map [20] and its generalization [21], which move the points towards front(s) of
the interpolated function f (see [21] and [22] for an application to boundary
value problems) and, more recently, the Tee and Trefethen map [23] and the
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Hale and Tee map [24], which also shift the points towards the front, but in a
more elegant manner. These last maps were used to solve partial differential
equations with fronts.
4 Changing the points and the weights
We have seen in Subsection 3.1 how to attach poles to an interpolating
polynomial (that is, how to change the weights of the interpolant) and in
Subsection 3.2 how to move the points without loosing convergence. A fairly
natural question arise: Can we asympotically attach or asymptotically monitor
poles to a rational interpolant written in barycentric form?
Again we will assume that the location of K poles of the interpolated
function is known a priori so that f = h/d. We shall now repeat the steps from
(7) to (9) albeit in the rational case. One may approximate the numerator h
and the denominator d of f by two rational interpolants rN[h] (resp. rN[d])
with the same denominator and write these in barycentric form (1):
rN[h](x) =
N∑
j=0
u j
x − x j h j
N∑
j=0
u j
x − x j
, rN[d](x) =
N∑
j=0
u j
x − x j d j
N∑
j=0
u j
x − x j
. (12)
Dividing rN[h] by rN[d] and using that h j = f jd j, j = 0(1)N, we get
R∗N[ f ](x) =
rN[h](x)
rN[d](x) =
N∑
j=0
b j
x − x j f j
N∑
j=0
b j
x − x j
∈ RN,N,
where the b j’s are given by b j := u jd j j = 0(1)N (with the u j’s different
from 0). R∗N[ f ] interpolates f (that is R∗N[ f ](x j) = f j) and has almost the K
attached poles z1, . . . , zK. This is because rN[d] is an approximation of d and
therefore rN[d](zi) ≈ d(zi) = 0 (i = 1(1)K) if rN[d] is a “good” approximant
of the denominator d (see also [25], Remark 2.1). Further poles may arise
in C but will move infinitely far as N → ∞ (again if rN[d] is a “good”
approximant of d).
4.1 Convergence
In view of keeping the exponential convergence of the rational interpolant
R∗N[ f ] towards f (if f is analytic inside a domain containing [−1, 1]), it is
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natural to use the weights defined by b j = wsjd j, j = 0(1)N, and use the
transformed Chebyshev points. In that case, the rational interpolant reads
R∗N[ f ](x) =
N∑
j=0
b j
x − x j f j
N∑
j=0
b j
x − x j
, x j := g(cos( jπ/N)), (13)
with g a conformal map. The following theorem gives us the settings in which
the rational interpolant can be found.
Theorem 2 Let the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1 hold. Assume further that
the location of K poles of the function f ◦ g is known a priori so that ( f ◦ g) =
(h ◦ g)/(d ◦ g). Let R∗N[ f ] be the rational function given by (13). Then for every
x ∈ [−1, 1],
∣∣R∗N[ f ](x) − f (x)
∣∣ = O (ρ−N) . (14)
Proof f ◦ g is analytic inside and on an ellipse Cρ with foci at ±1 and its
axes equal to 2ρ, ρ > 1. On the other hand, d ◦ g is analytic inside and on an
ellipse Cρ˜ with foci at ±1 and its axes equal to 2ρ˜, ρ˜ ≥ ρ and we know from
Theorem 1 that |rN[d](x) − d(x)| = O(ρ˜−N). Since f ◦ g = (h ◦ g)/(d ◦ g), h ◦ g
is analytic inside and on the ellipse Cρ and |rN[h](x) − h(x)| = O(ρ−N) (again
by Theorem 1).
Therefore we get (by applying the same computation as in the proof of
Theorem 4 in [16])
R∗N[ f ](x) =
rN[h](x)
rN[d](x) =
h(x) +O (ρ−N)
d(x) +O (ρ˜−N)
= h(x)/d(x) +O
(
ρ−N
)
1 +O (ρ˜−N)
= f (x) +O (ρ−N) .
unionsq
5 Another successful strategy
In [21] and [22], the authors have successfully applied a method proposed by
Kosloff and Tal-Ezer [17]. It consists in replacing the Chebyshev points by
their images under a conformal map (which preserves spectral convergence).
They consider the physical space x as the image g(y) of another coordinate
space y. In this space y, one can approximate a function F(y) (= f (g−1(x)))
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by the interpolating polynomial (PN[F](y)) or by the interpolating rational
interpolant (r∗N[F](y)) with attached poles vi = g−1(zi). Transplanted back to
the (physical) x-space, this results in the two following interpolants (written in
barycentric form), which are note rational any longer. The first reads
PN[F](y) =
N∑
j=0
wsj
y − y j F j
N∑
j=0
wsj
y − y j
=
N∑
j=0
wsj
g−1(x) − g−1(x j) f j
N∑
j=0
wsj
g−1(x) − g−1(x j)
=: AN[ f ](x), (15)
where the y j = cos( jπ/N), j = 0(1)N are the Chebyshev points of the second
kind and the wsj are the corresponding polynomial weights (5). The second
interpolant (with attached poles) is given by
r∗N[F](y) =
N∑
j=0
c j
y − y j F j
N∑
j=0
c j
y − y j
=
N∑
j=0
c j
g−1(x) − g−1(x j) f j
N∑
j=0
c j
g−1(x) − g−1(x j)
=: A∗N[ f ](x), (16)
where c j, j = 0(1)N are given by c j := wsj ·
K∏
i=1
(y j − vi).
Remark Although the interpolants (15) and (16) are close to their correpond-
ing rational interpolants (10) and (13), they are not the same. For example,
when using the former for solving differential equations (as was done in [22]),
one has to apply the chain rule for differentiating them. For the rational
interpolants, one can simply use the formulae proposed (for example) in [18],
which leads to less complicated formulae and computer programs.
6 Numerical evidence
In all of the following examples we compared the numerical results obtained
with the following six interpolants:
1. The “classical” interpolating polynomial (written in barycentric form)
based on Chebyshev points (4), denoted PN[ f ] in the following tables and
figures.
2. The “transplanted” interpolating polynomial AN[ f ] given by (15).
3. The rational interpolant (10) based on transformed Chebyshev points
(1) with simplified Chebyshev weights wsj from (5), denoted rN[ f ] in the
following.
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4. The interpolating rational function based on Chebyshev points with
attached poles r∗N[ f ] (9).
5. The “transplanted” interpolating polynomial with attached poles
A∗N[ f ] (16).
6. The rational interpolant based on transformed Chebyshev points (with
simplified Chebyshev weights wsj from (5)) with asymptotically monitored
poles R∗N[ f ] (13).
We interpolated three different functions. The ∞-error was computed using
||h − k||∞ ≈ maxi |h(x˜i) − k(x˜i)| where x˜i = −1 + 2i1000 , i = 0(1)1000. All com-
putations were conducted on a Windows based machine using MATLAB 7.4.
6.1 Example 1
In our test with the first example we compared all six interpolants. We chose
the function
f (x) = sin(mx)
1 + ax2 , with a = 100 and m = 10.
For this function (the solution of the test problem proposed in [14]), the two
poles are z1,2 = ±i√1/a. We have interpolated f using N = 10 Chebyshev-
points of the second kind (y j = cos jπN ). As conformal map g we took the
Kosloff Tal-Ezer map [17]
g(y) = arcsin(αy)
arcsin(α)
(17)
with a fixed α set to 0.9.
In Figs. 1 and 2, we give the various interpolants (dashed line) and compare
them with the original function (solid line). We see visually that the ratio-
nal interpolant with preassigned poles R∗N[ f ] (13) gives the best results, as
confirmed by Table 1, which also shows that monitoring two poles improves
the approximation by a factor of 10.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1 (a) PN[ f ] and f ; (b) AN[ f ] and f ; (c) rN[ f ] and f
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(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2 (d) r∗N[ f ] and f ; (e) A∗N[ f ] and f ; (f) R∗N[ f ] and f
6.2 Example 2
In the second example we have interpolated the function (displayed in Fig. 3)
f (x) = sin(3x)e−x2 − e−x2/ with  set to  = 10−2. We chose N = 40 Chebyshev
points and used again the Kosloff and Tal-Ezer map (17) with α set to 0.9.
In that case, as we did not know exactly the location of the poles, we
followed the method used by Berrut and Mittelman in [13] for the interpolants
r∗N[ f ], A∗N[ f ] and R∗N[ f ]. We optimized two (monitored for R∗N[ f ]) poles via
the “fminsearch” function of MATLAB. The results obtained in this case are
reported in Table 2.
We can see there that attaching (monitoring for R∗N[ f ]) two (optimized)
poles to the interpolating functions leads to a gain of one power of ten in the
approximation of the function, a result already obtained with Example 1.
In Fig. 4 we give the approximation error (in semilog-y chart) of the various
interpolants with increasing N. We can see the exponential convergence of
the various interpolants ( f is analytic in [−1, 1]). The solid line represents the
approximation error of PN[ f ], the dashed line that of r∗N[ f ], the dotted lines
the approximation errors with AN[ f ] and rN[ f ] (mingled dotted lines on the
chart as the approximation errors of both interpolants are almost the same)
and the dotted dashed lines the approximation error of A∗N[ f ] and R∗N[ f ]
(again mingled as the errors are about the same).
6.3 Example 3
In the third example (taken from [21]) we have interpolated the function
f (x)=u1(x) + u2(x) with u1(x)=e1/(x+1.2) + cos π(x + 0.5), u2(x)= erf(δ(x+0.5))erf(δ)
Table 1 ∞-error of the six
interpolants in Example 1
(1)In the space y defined in
Section 5
(2)Two monitored poles
Approximant Poles Error
PN[ f ] – 4.3 · 10−1
AN[ f ] – 3.8 · 10−1
rN[ f ] – 3.8 · 10−1
r∗N[ f ] ±i
√
1/a 2.7 · 10−1
A∗N[ f ] same(1) 2.3 · 10−2
R∗N[ f ] same(2) 1.0 · 10−2
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Fig. 3 The function f of
Example 2
−1 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
−1
−0.8
−0.6
−0.4
−0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
f(x)
and δ = 102√0.5. f is plotted in Fig. 5, where one can see the function on the
interval [−1, 1] and a zoom of it.
We chose N = 100 Chebyshev points and used the Bayliss and Turkel map
(one shock) [20] given by
g(y) = 1
α
tan(λ(y − μ)) + β, λ = γ + δ
2
, μ = γ − δ
γ + δ ,
γ = arctan (α(1 + β)) , δ = arctan (α(1 − β)) . (18)
In that case, two (monitored for R∗N[ f ]) poles or/and the parameters α and β
have been optimized via “fminsearch” in MATLAB.
We observe in Table 3 that optimizing the parameters α and β lead to a gain
of eight powers of ten in the approximation of f (see also Fig. 6)! Monitoring
and optimizing two poles for R∗N[ f ] leads to a gain of two more powers of ten
in the approximation of f , in line with the results obtained in [22].
In Fig. 6 we give the approximation error (in semilog-y chart) of the various
interpolants with increasing N. The analyticity of f leads to the exponential
convergence of the various interpolants. As in Fig. 4, the solid line represents
the approximation error of PN[ f ], the dashed line the approximation error of
r∗N[ f ], the dotted lines the approximation error of AN[ f ] and rN[ f ] and the
dotted dashed lines the approximation error of A∗N[ f ] and R∗N[ f ]. We see that
Table 2 ∞-error of the six
interpolants in Example 2
(3)Two optimized and
monitored poles
Approximant Poles Error
PN[ f ] – 4.84 · 10−3
AN[ f ] – 4.25 · 10−4
rN[ f ] – 4.52 · 10−4
r∗N[ f ] −1.07 · 10−7 ± 2.15 · 10−1i 1.75 · 10−4
A∗N[ f ] 2.09 · 10−7 ± 2.63 · 10−1i 1.29 · 10−5
R∗N[ f ] 1.06 · 10−6 ± 2.63 · 10−1i(3) 1.30 · 10−5
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Fig. 4 The function f of
Example 2 interpolated with
increasing number of points
(N = 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 35010
−15
10−10
10−5
100
N
PN[f]
AN[f] and rN[f]
AN[f] and rN[f]
rN[f]
* *
*
the convergence behaviour of AN[ f ] and rN[ f ] (resp. A∗N[ f ] and R∗N[ f ]) are
similar.
6.4 Comparison of maps
Several maps have been presented in recent articles, see for example [23, 26] or
[24]. If one knows the (approximate) location (for example) of two conjugate
poles δ ± iε of a function f , one may use the Hale and Tee map defined by the
composition g = h2 ◦ h1 of two functions given by
h1(z) = 4
√
m sn
(
2K
π
arcsin(z)|m
)
,
h2(z) = A − C
(
1 − cos(θ)
2(z − 1) +
1 + cos(θ)
2(z + 1)
)
. (19)
−1 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
50
100
150
f(x)
−1 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
2
4
6
8
10
12
f(x)
Fig. 5 Example 3 (left) and zoom of Example 3 (right)
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Table 3 ∞-error of the six interpolants in Example 3
Approximant Poles α, β Error
PN[ f ] – 1.69 · 10−1
AN[ f ] – α = 7.41, β = −0.52 9.38 · 10−9
rN[ f ] – α = 7.61, β = −0.52 9.35 · 10−9
r∗N[ f ] −4.99 · 10−1 ± 2.00 · 10−2i – 1.69 · 10−1
A∗N[ f ] −1.09 · 100 ± 3.83 · 10−3i α = 8.55, β = −0.51 3.82 · 10−11
R∗N[ f ] −1.13 · 100 ± 3.64 · 10−3i(4) α = 8.32, β = −0.51 1.35 · 10−11
(4)Optimized and monitored poles
Fig. 6 The function f of
Example 3 interpolated with
increasing number of points
(N = 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
10−15
10−10
10−5
100
105
N
PN[f]
AN[f]
RN[f]
rN[f]*
AN[f]*
RN[f]*
Fig. 7 The function f of
Example 3 interpolated with
increasing number of points
(N = 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320)
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 35010
−14
10−12
10−10
10−8
10−6
10−4
10−2
100
N
Bayliss and Turkel
Hale and Tee
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K(m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, sn(·|m) the Jacobi elliptic
sine function [27] and the parameters A, C, θ and m are determined by the four
real conditions h2(±m1/4) = ±1, Re(h2(z1)) = δ and Im(h2(z1)) = ε, see [26]
or [24] for more details and the related functions for more than two conjugate
poles.
In Fig. 7 we give the approximation error (in semilog-y chart) of rN[ f ] and
R∗N[ f ] for various N. We compare the results obtained with the Bayliss and
Turkel map (18) and the Hale and Tee map (19). In both cases we optimized
two parameters (α and β for the Bayliss and Turkel map resp. δ and ε for the
Hale and Tee map) for rN[ f ] and two parameters (α and β resp. δ and ε) and
two asymptotically monitored poles for R∗N[ f ]. The interpolated function f is
again the function defined in Subsection 6.3.
We can see the exponential convergence of the various interpolants ( f is
analytic in [−1, 1]). As in Fig. 4, the dotted lines represent the approximation
error of rN[ f ] (mingled dotted lines on the chart as the approximation error
is almost the same with both maps) and the dotted dashed lines represent
the approximation error of R∗N[ f ]. We see that using the Hale and Tee map
enhance the convergence behaviour of R∗N[ f ] by approximatively a factor of
10 (for moderate values of N).
7 Conclusion
In the present article, we have presented a way to asymptotically monitor
poles to an interpolating rational function written in barycentric form. This
approximant could represent an interesting alternative to existing methods for
solving differential equations by means of pseudospectral methods.
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